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80Noir Ultra 
Study of Sustainability and Environment
Processes
An inside look at how the company is progressing with current environmental issues
and its aim to become fully sustainable. 

www.80noirultra.com



An in-depth look at how 80Noir Ultra has
increased its environmental and
sustainability footprint, along with a clear
outline of progression for the next 4 years.   

www.80noirultra.com

Full Transparency to where we are in the
world of Sustainability is key to our Growth 

Cacao Traceability to give you, the customer
satisifaction of origin & quality.  

Importance to ensuring we reduce our
environmental impact to below 10%  by 2025
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Improvement from conception to
current day. 

80Noir Ultra Environmental Impact
Progress  
Our company progression to become Sustainable, Supportive & Environmentally
Friendly from "Soft Launch" Jan 20219 - Now (Mar 2021) 

59%
www.80noirultra.com



80Noir Ultra Environmental Impact so
far...  

JAN 2019  

Initiation of recyclable research

Testing the durability 

Gaining feedback on quality

DEC 2019

100g bags recyclable - Completed

Review of Spices / Bottles Sustainability

Or Noir Introduction into Cacao Horizon
Foundation 

MAR 2020

Research packaging recyclable

Post cards, Leaflets recyclable - Completed

100g bags & All Stickers Environmentally
Friendly Completed

OCT 2020

1ION8 Flasks recyclable - Completed

50% Cacao traceability

80Noir Ultra inclusion of the Cacao
Horizon Foundation

MAR 2021

Review of all packaging 

Research into sustainable packaging 

Ongoing support to Cacao Horizon
Foundation



Environmental Success

Increasing farmers awareness reduces poverty and slave labour, increases
education, support, community. Ensuring farmers’ land is free from
deforestation and on‐farm activities include environmentally‐friendly practices
that mitigate climate change such as crop diversification and carbon
sequestration, and other environmental friendly practices. 

Everything from the soil conditions a bean is grown in, to
the climate and techniques of the farmer will affect its
flavour. That’s why with Cocoa Horizons, we place the
utmost importance on the quality of our cocoa beans,
preserving biodiversity and working with passionate
farmers who are implementing sustainable practices.
Better processes = Better Quality Chocolate  

Improving 80Noir Ultra's sustainability and footprint on
this Earth is the No:1 Priority. 

Better quality chocolate means more
benefits delivered to you, to boost
and balance your mind and body
wellbeing and fitness. Better
nutritional elements, to feed your
body to work harder for longer.  

www.80noirultra.com



Environmental Success

Making sure we look after the world and put the right training,
education, support, material, packaging in place is key to 

Happy Hygge Customers and our Brand Ethos.  

YOU
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of 80Noir Ultra Dark
Chocolate is Traceable

back to its origin

of 80Noir Ultra
Packaging and

Marketing Material is
Environmentally &

Sustainably sourced.  

Cacao Traceability
Packaging & 

Marketing Material 

50% 65%

Measures of Impact

60%

Cacao Horizon 
Foundation 

of Cocoa Horizon
Foundation is

completed, expected to
be 100% by 2025. 

www.80noirultra.com



 
50% TRACEABLE & SELECTED COCOA BEANS - 80Noir Ultra is currently not fully traceable,

we are working closely with our Big Brother company to be 100% by 2025 

 

What does 100% traceability look like? 

Cacao Traceability

Cacao 
Selection

Bean 
Blending

Whole Bean
Roasting 

Refining Cacao
Liquor

Ingredients
Mixing

ConchingPerfecting
Liquidity

Shaping
Beads

Packing the
Chocolate

Storage in
Warehouse



Non-profit organisation
Third party verified
Highly transparent on productivity and methodology

The Cacao Horizon Foundation is an impact driven program with the vision to drive cocoa farmer
prosperity by creating self-sustaining communities that protect nature and children.

WHAT IS COCOA HORIZONS?

Cacao Horizon Foundation 1/2 

Productivity Community Environment

Prospering
Farmers 

No
Deforestation
and Carbon

Positive

Zero Child
Labour

Self-driven farmers and self-sustaining farming communities: 
Target by 2025



CREATING IMPACT IN OUR 3  AREAS OF
FOCUS 

40% OF FARMERS
IN PROGRAM ARE

ABOVE THE
PROVETY LINE

P R O D U C T I V I T Y C O M M U N I T Y E N V I R O N M E N T

+31% V'S PREVIOUS
YR. 

FARMERS
DELIVERING

HORIZONS CACAO
+26,588 

+237% V'S
PREVIOUS YR. 
PRODUCTIVITY

PACKAGES WERE
DELIVERED +10,563

60% FARMER
GROUPS COVERED

WITH CLMRS OR
EQUIVALENT (110)

76% COCOA
DEMOSTRADED

FREE FROM
DEFORESTATION

+120% V'S
PREVIOUS YR. 
CHILD LABOUR
CASES UNDER

REMEDIATION OR
REMEDIATED

+2788 

+115% V'S PREVIOUS
YR. CACAO AND
SHADE TREES
DISTRIBUTED

+1,585,159

+134% V'S
PREVIOUS YR. 

FARMER HOUSE
HOLDS THAT

PARTICIPATED IN
CHILD LABOUR
SURVEY +22,463

+83% V'S PREVIOUS
YR. TONS OF

CARBON
SEQUESTERED

+60,023

Cacao Horizon Foundation 2/2 



Packaging & Marketing Material 1/2.
Success So far: 

100g Bags of Beads - These are made using kraft paper which is 100% recyclable.
The stickers are vegan. There are not only cruelty-free but eco-friendly as well.
We are also working on updating this to match the main product range and still
retain its eco friendly status.

1
ION8 Branded Flask - Pro Grade Stainless Steel - A bottle for Life. Extremely
durable, it won't corrode, or degrade, even with years of refilling your water.
Durable and built to last, this is truly a reusable bottle for life. Stainless steel is
fully easily and widely recyclable.

2
60ml & 120ml Bottles - Each bottle is made from glass-like PET plastic which has
excellent benefits when compared to its glass counterpart. They are
ultralightweight, shatterproof & fully recyclable.

3
Spice Bottles - Made from Glass which is 100% recyclable and can be endlessly
recycled with no loss of quality as well as Cork for the stopper which is a 100-
percent natural, renewable, recyclable and biodegradable material, but it is hard
to find any city recycling program that allows you to put cork tops in your
recycling bins. However, they can be put in your home compost bin if you have
one or recycled in some stores or used as a mulch on plants when chopped into
small pieces.

4

Post Cards & Leaflets - Are made from recyclable card.  Invoices / Receipts - All
Invoices and receipts can be requested, however they will be sent as a PDF to
save on the printing of paper. Where possible no additional paper will be used to
print.

5

www.80noirultra.com



13.5g Mini Bars - Packaging is not recyclable. Finding a suitable barrier that
doesn't impact the quality and structure of the chocolate is difficult. We are
looking at various options.

1
300g Bags of Beads - The current batch of bags are not recyclable, however
we are working with the supplier to provide sustainable, environmentally
friendly packaging where possible.

2
1Kg Bag of Beads - These are currently not recyclable. Finding a suitable
barrier that doesn't routinely impact the quality and structure of the
chocolate is difficult. We are looking at various options to make all our
packaging recyclable as quickly as possible

3
Shipping Packaging - We are at 50% recyclable capacity and working on
increasing this to 100% recyclable by the end of the year 2021.4

Aim to be 100% Complete by 2022 65%
Current Level: 

www.80noirultra.com

Packaging & Marketing Material 2/2.
Remediation in Progress



 No Oil has
been used to
make 80Noir

Ultra Chocolate

80Noir Ultra Key Wins 

 80Noir Ultra is
made from soya
lecithin, no dairy
has been used. 

 80Noir Ultra
uses 100%

sustainable dark
chocolate  

 80Noir Ultra is
working on
being 100%

sustainable by
2025

80Noir Ultra is working to expand and grow and be able
to plant a tree for every order bought to fight against
Climate Change and reduce de-forestation which cacao
farming has a huge impact on. 

80Noir Ultra Goal

www.80noirultra.com
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been used to
make 80Noir

Ultra Chocolate
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 80Noir Ultra is
made from soya
lecithin, no dairy
has been used. 

 80Noir Ultra
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sustainable dark
chocolate  
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80Noir Ultra is working to expand and grow and be able
to plant a tree for every order bought to fight against
Climate Change and reduce de-forestation which cacao
farming has a huge impact on. 

80Noir Ultra Goal
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